4. URAM MONOGRAPHS


It is an exploration of the basic dynamics operating in the mind of fifteen American philosophers and a challenge and an invitation for scholars to cooperate in unearthing the contribution American Philosophers made to the global human effort to find meaning in our world and discover its structures and models. The work is an invitation to attempt to understand not only what Bowne, Brightman, Dewey, Hartshorne, James, Lewis, Mead, Murphy, Peirce, Royce, Santayana, Tillich, Weiss, Whitehead, Wright said, but why they said what they said.

The book is also an anticipation of the Fourth Stage of URAM Research -- a reflective, structural and systematic study of the most universal dynamics of thought operations which have driven human consciousness from its dawn until now, and to discover in it some patterns, structures or models of our human mind.


The text of the Twenty-one Ecumenical Councils of the Catholic church makes sense in a secular as well as a religious context. But neither the secular nor the religious interpretation can exhaust its full meaning. The Christological interpretation opens a further dimension of meaning proper to the counciliar texts. Jesus Christ as ultimate reality and meaning is one of the various Christological interpretations. It is presented here to interested readers to test the meaning-opening power on any text of the “Decrees of the Ecumenical Councils”.

In preparation: URAM Ideas in Sanskrit and for the Indian Region, African Studies, English Literature. Further volumes are planned on Women Studies, English Literature, Sociological Studies, Judaic Studies, African and Asian Studies, Buddhist Studies, Islamic Studies, Ultimate Reality and Meaning in Mathematics, Computer Science, Physics, Biology, Genome Studies, Chemistry, and more.
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